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Abstract 
Local search techniques like simulated annealing and tabu search are based on a neighborhood 
structure defined on the set of feasible solutions of a discrete optimization problem. For the 
scheduling problems Pm )I C,,,,, 1 1 prec 1 1 Ui, and a large class of sequencing problems with 
precedence constraints having local interchange properties we replace a simple neighborhood by 
a neighborhood on the set of all locally optimal solutions. This allows local search on the set 
of solutions that are locally optimal. Computational results are presented. 
1. Introduction 
In many practical situations one is concerned with scheduling problems where a set of 
jobs has to be sequenced on some machines such that certain restrictions and conditions 
are satisfied and an optimal schedule with respect to some criterion function is to be 
determined. Since most of such scheduling problems are NP-hard exact algorithms such 
as branch and bound can solve these problems only if its dimension is small. Thus, 
heuristic algorithms are often applied to determine solutions that hopefully are not too 
far away from the global optimum. 
Popular heuristics are local search methods. These methods are based on an under- 
lying neighborhood structure. The choice of a suitable structure has some important 
influence on the quality of the search algorithm. 
For a given scheduling problem with a finite set 9’ of feasible solutions local search 
is a procedure that moves iteratively through the set 9. In each step it goes from 
one solution s E 9’ to some ‘adjacent’ feasible solution. The possible moves from s 
to an adjacent solution are restricted by a set OP of possible operators op. For each 
op E OP the set Y”P denotes a subset of 9’ for which op is defined. Thus, op E OP 
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is a function op : Yap + Y. 
N(s) := {op(s) 1 op E OP, s E Y”P} 
is the set of all possible neighbors of s. The sets 
N(s); SE9 
(1.1) 
define a neighborhood on the set Y. 
Whereas iterative improvement allows only moves from s to neighbors s’ E N(s) 
that have a better objective value, simulated annealing and tabu search allow moves 
to non-improving solutions s’. Especially, the last two methods have been applied 
successfully to many optimization problems. However, it often takes a large amount 
of computational time to get good results. 
In Part I of this paper (see [2]) we have presented an approach for improving local 
search heuristics for some scheduling problems. We replaced the original set 9’1 of 
feasible solutions by a set 92 of solutions that are locally optimal with respect to a 
neighborhood Xi(s), s E 91 (or even by a subset of all locally optimal solutions 
that contains at least one global optimum). For the three scheduling problems P2 11 
C max, 11 prec 1 CCi and 1 ]I CZ (f or a classification of scheduling problems [4]) we 
gave operator sets OP, defining new (secondary) neighborhoods AZ(S), s E 9’2. In all 
cases these operators are based on polynomial-time algorithms for constructing adjacent 
local optima. This approach that includes structural properties of the special problems 
usually reduces the search space considerably, Furthermore local search algorithms can 
still be applied, however, at a higher level. Other approaches to operate with local 
optima have been given by Martin et al. [lo] and Ulder [ 131. 
From a theoretical point of view, connectivity of the neighborhood is an important 
property since it guarantees the convergence of simulated annealing. For all three prob- 
lems considered in Part I, strong connectivity of the secondary neighborhood has been 
established. For some problems considered in this paper we will prove only a weaker 
form of connectivity for the secondary neighborhood, namely that from each solution 
s E ,4p2 there exists a sequence of moves that leads to a global optimum. This type 
of connectivity is sufficient to prove convergence of the simulated annealing algorithm 
(see [(A). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we apply our approach to the paral- 
lel machine problem Pm 11 C,,,,, generalizing the results for the 2-machine case derived 
in Part I. In Section 3 we demonstrate how the concept of a secondary neighborhood 
derived for problem 1 I prec I c Ci can be applied to a more general class of sequenc- 
ing problems. In Section 4 we will apply our approach to the problem 1 1 prec I C Ui. 
In Section 5 we will give computational results. 
2. The problem Pm 11 C,,, 
Pm II Cm, denotes the problem of scheduling n jobs i = I,. . . , n with process- 
ing times pl(i = 1,. . . , n) on m identical parallel machines MI,. . . , IV,,, such that the 
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makespan is minimized. A feasible solution of this scheduling problem is given by 
a partitioning of the job set I = { 1,. . .,n} into m disjoint sets II,. . .,I,. We denote 
such a partitioning by (Zl, . . . , Z,). Z, is the set of jobs to be processed on machine 
M,(v = 1,2,..., m). For v = 1,2 ,..., m, let s,, := CiE1,. pi the total processing time 
on machine IV,. Then C,,, := maxy!l si is the makespan of the schedule defined by 
(Zt,. . .,I,,,). We have to find a partitioning (Zt,. . . ,I,) such that C,,, is minimized. 
For this problem a neighborhood Jlrt is defined on the set 9’1 of all feasible solutions 
(Zr,.. .,I,) by the operators move(i, j) (i = 1,. ..,n; j = l,.. .,m). The operator 
moue(i,j) moves job i from the machine on which i is scheduled onto machine j. It 
should only be applied if job i leaves its current machine, i.e. we have 
9 ;loueci’j) = {(ZI,...,Z,) 1 i 4 Zj}. 
Let (It,. . . , Zm) be a feasible solution and let C&in := miny!, Si. In the following we 
say that a machine Mk defines C,,,,, (C&in) if Sk = C,,, (sk = Cmin). 
A solution (Zr , . . . ,I,) is locally optimal with respect to JV, if and only if 
l there exists a unique machine Mk that defines C,,,,, and for all jobs i on && we 
have pi > A := C,, - Cmin 
or 
l two or more machines defines C,,. 
Given a feasible solution (Zt , . . . , Z,) and a sequence rt of all jobs, a locally optimal 
solution can be calculated by the following procedure which step by step moves a job 
from a machine Mk defining C,,,,, to a machine defining C&in. rc defines the order in 
which jobs are moved away from Mk. 
ZocaZopt(7r) (I, ) . . . ) I,) 
1. Si := C pj; i = l,...,m; Cm,, :=i&Si; Cmin :=m&Si; A := Cm,, - Cmi”; 
.iEI, 
2. WHILE there exists a job i on a machine Mk that defines C,,,,, with pi < A DO 
BEGIN 
3. Choose in rc the first job i scheduled on a machine Mk that defines 
C max with pi < A; 
4. Let M, be a machine that defines Cmi,; 
5. (ZI , . . . ,I,) := move(i,r)(Zl,. . . ,I,); 
6. update the values ~1,. . , m, s Cln,,, C& and A 
END 
Note that procedure localopt calculates a sequence of solutions with non-increasing 
C,,, values, non-decreasing Cmin values and therefore non-increasing A values. In each 
step a job from a machine that defines C max is moved onto a machine that defines Cmin. 
Furthermore, this procedure does not necessarily stop in the first local minimum. In 
the case where more than one machine Mk defines C,, it continues if there exists a 
job i on one of the machines that define C,,, with pi < A. The corresponding step 
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will not reduce C,,,,, but it will change the local minimum. After some of such steps 
the C,,, value may decrease again. 
Theorem 2.1. The procedure locaZopt( z)(Z,, . . . , I, > calculates a local optimum in at 
most O(n2) iterations. 
Proof . We denote by kk) C@) 1 7 max, C$h and Ack) the values of the corresponding vari- 
ables when starting iteration k. 
Consider a job i that is moved onto machine IV, in iteration r. Assume that this job i 
is moved again away from machine Ml in some later iteration s > r. Since localopt 
moves only jobs from machines that define the C,,, value, this implies C$iX = sy’. 
Let j be the last job that has been moved onto machine MI before iteration s. Denote 
the corresponding iteration by k. If k = r, then job j is equal to job i. Otherwise, k > r 
and job j is a job that has been moved onto machine Ml after job i. Since in iteration 
k job j was moved onto machine Ml we have 
@,) = Jk) 
mm 1 . 
Furthermore, due to the definition of k we must have 
SI”’ < Sjk) + Pj. 
Because C,,,,, and Cmin are monotone we get 
A@) = c(s) - @) = $’ _ c’“) < $1 _ +) = $’ _ $’ 
max min Ill,” III,” Q pj. 
Since A is non-increasing, the job j cannot be moved away from machine Ml in the 
remaining iterations, i.e. job j is fixed on machine Ml. 
Summarizing, a job can only be moved for a second time, if between these two 
moves at least one other job has been fixed on a machine. Therefore, localopt 
produces at most 0(n2) moves. 0 
Since loca/opt(n) produces only local minima (It , . . . , I,), for which there does not 
exist a job i with Pi < A on any machine Mk that defines C,,,,,, we will restrict the set 
9’2 to these special local minima. Obviously, 9~ contains at least one global minimum. 
Next we define a secondary neighborhood on the set 93. The corresponding set OP2 
of operators is given by 
OP2 = {locaZOpt(x*) 0 moue(i, j) 1 i = 1,. . . ,n; j = 1,. . . ,m}, (2.1) 
where ‘0’ denotes the composition of operators and n* is the unique sequence with 
71*(l) 4 Z*(2) * . . . -t 7c*(rz) 
where 
i+j if and only if (Pi, i) is lexicographically smaller than (Pi, j). (2.2) 
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The operator Zocalopt(rc*) o moue(i,j) can be applied to all solutions from 92 where 
i $C Zj. It moves job i to machine Mj and applies the procedure locaZopt(zl*) to transform 
the new solution again into a locally optimal solution. 
With the above choice of I?, the weaker form of connectivity (mentioned in the 
introduction) can be established easily for the secondary neighborhood. 
Theorem 2.2. In the secondary neighborhood there exists a path from each locally 
optimal solution (I,, . . . , I,,,) E 92 to a global optimum. 
Proof. We show that for (Ii , . . . , I,) there exists a sequence of operators (2.1) that 
transforms (Ii , . . . , I,,,) into a global optimum. 
Let (51,. . . , J,,,) be some global optimum. The above sequence is constructed itera- 
tively by moving step by step the largest job i with resp. to (2.2) that is in (Ii,. . . ,I,) 
not on the same machine as in (JI, . . . , Jm) onto the ‘right’ machine, i.e. we apply the 
operator localopt 0 move(i, k) to (Ii, . . , I,,,), where k is the index of the set Jk with 
i E Jk. Denote by (lik’ , . . , Z$‘) the solution in step k of this process. 
We show that this procedure terminates by proving that if ZocaZopt(7c*) moves a job 
j with i 3 j (i.e. a job j that is greater or equal to i with respect to (2.2)) then a 
globally optimal solution is obtained. This means that as long as we do not reach a 
globally optimal solution localopt will not move jobs j ? i and we will finally 
reach (J1,...,Jm). 
Assume that in iteration k for the first time a job j with i 4 j is moved from its 
current set, say Zjk’, to $’ when applying localopt( Since focalopt moves 
only jobs from machines that define C’,,, we have 
GldZ,‘k) ). . . ,Qk’) = c p,,. 
Due to the definition of x*, the set IAk’ cannot contain a job 1 4 j. Since furthermore 
all jobs I with j 4 1 are in (51,. . . , J,,,) on the same machine as in (I,‘“‘, . . . ,Zik’) we 
have IJk’ C J,. Therefore, we have 
which implies that (1,‘“’ , . . . ,Ikk’) is a global optimum. 0 
3. Sequencing problems with precedence constraints 
In this section we will consider a general class of sequencing problems where items 
have to be sequenced with respect to given precedence constraints. 
A sequencing problem may be defined as follows. Let P,, be the set of all sequences 
of It elements l,..., n and F a function F : P, + R. Find a sequence rt* such that 
F(rt*) = min{F(n) ) TC E P,}. (3.1) 
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We call F adjacent pair uniform if for all i, j E { 1,. . . , n}, i # j one of the following 
properties holds: 
(i) F(z) < F(d) for all 7c of the form rr = (rci,. . . ,rck_r,i,j, nk+2,. . ,T’c,) where 
~‘=(n1,...,71k-l,j,ir~k+2,...,71,) 
(ii) F(d) < F(z) for all rr of the form rc = (Xi,. . .,r&I,i, j,r&+2,. . . , xn) where 
n’=(rti ,..., xk_l,j,i,xk+2 ,..., 71,). 
In other words, F is adjacent pair uniform if F(n) always does not decrease or 
always does not increase if we swap a given subsequence i, j at arbitrary positions k 
and k + 1 in arbitrary sequences n. 
If F is an adjacent pair uniform function then we define a corresponding relation -X 
on the set {l,...,n} by 
i < j if and only if F(x) < F( n’) for at least one 
permutation 71 = (zi,. . ., n&l, i,j,nk+&. ., En), (3.2) 
where n’= (ni,..., ~k-l,J,h~k+2,..., %>. 
For all i, j E (1,. . . , n}, i # j exactly one of the following properties hold: 
(a) i + j, (b) j 4 i or 
(c) i zz j, which means that F(z) = F(d) for all 71 of the form 
n=(rr, ),.., 7Lk_i,i,j,nk+z )...) rcn), where 7c’=(7-Q ,‘..) nk-l,j,i,nk+2 )...) 71,). 
In the case i z j both subsequences (i,j) and (j,i) lead to the same values of F. 
By an arbitrary choice for one of the subsequences we may extend the relation i to 
a complete relation +* where for all i, j E { 1,. . . , n}, i # j we either have i -c* j or 
j +* i. 
It can be shown by exchange arguments that if the relation + is transitive then each 
extension of 4 to a linear order <* on { 1,. . . , n} defines an optimal solution of (3.1). 
Such a linear order can be found in 0(n2) steps by calculating a topological ordering 
of {l,..., n} with respect to 4. 
Many scheduling problems can be formulated as a sequencing problem given by 
(3.1) with an adjacent pair uniform function F. Examples for such problems are: 
1 11 C wiCi(Smith [12]): n jobs l,...,n with processing times PI,.. ., pn have to 
be processed on one machine such that the weighted sum cw;C, of finish times of 
the jobs i = 1,. . . , n is minimized. The induced relation 4 is transitive and an optimal 
linear ordering 4’ is given by 
i +* j if and only if E < : or (: = + and i <j). 
I J I J 
F2 I( C,,, (Johnson [5]): This is the classical two machine flow shop problem in 
whichnjobsi= l,..., n each consisting of two operations Oil, Oi2 have to be scheduled 
on two machines A41 ,I&. 0, has a processing time pii and must be processed on 
machine Mj, j = 1,2, i = 1,. . , n. Furthermore, operation Oil must be finished on 
Ml before Oiz can start on IV&. We are interested in a schedule which minimizes the 
makespan C,,,. A schedule is given by a job ordering for each machine and it can be 
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shown that for at least one optimal schedule these orderings are identical. The induced 
relation 3 is transitive and an optimal linear ordering is given by 
i+*j ifandonlyif min{pii, Pj2) < min{piz, Pjl} or 
(min-bil, pj2) = min{piz,Pji} and i <j). 
1 1 bUtCh 1 C Ci (C o ff man et al. [3]): This is a one-machine batching problem which 
can be formulated as follows. There are given n jobs i = 1,. . , n with processing times 
p,. Jobs are scheduled in so-called batches. A batch is a set of jobs which are processed 
consecutively. The flow time C; of a job i coincides with the completion time of the 
last scheduled job in its batch and all jobs in this batch have the same flow time. 
The production of a batch requires a machine set-up of s 2 0 time units. We assume 
that the machine set-ups are both sequence independent and batch independent, i.e. 
they depend neither on the sequence of batches nor on the number of jobs in a batch. 
The one-machine batching problem is to find a sequence of jobs and a collection of 
batches that partitions this sequence such that the flow time CL, C, is minimized. 
Given a sequence, a corresponding optimal partitioning into batches can be found 
by calculating a shortest path in an appropriate network. This can be done in O(n) 
time (see [l]). The induced relation < is transitive and an optimal linear ordering is 
given by 
i<‘j ifandonlyif pi<pjor(pi=pjandi<j). 
Assume now that we have additional precedence constraints + (i + j expresses 
that item i has to be sequenced before item j) defined on the set { 1,. . . , n} and we are 
interested in solving (3.1) subject to these precedence constraints, i.e. we have to find 
a sequence which is compatible with the precedence constraints that minimizes F: 
F(n*) = min{F(n) 1 TC E P,,; TT is compatible with -+} (3.3) 
It turns out that (3.3) is NP-hard even for adjacent pair uniform functions F that 
induce transitive relations 4. Indeed, our examples turn into the NP-hard problems 
1 1 prec j c w& (see [S]), F2 1 prec’ 1 Cm,, (see [I l]), and 1 / batch; prec ) c Ci 
(see [I]) if precedence constraints are introduced. In connection with the flow shop 
problem different types of precedence constraints can be introduced. The precedence 
constraint i -+’ j in this context expresses that operation Oik has to precede operation 
ojk on machine Mk (k = 1,2). 
For all three problems it is easy to show that the functions F remain adjacent pair 
uniform (in connection with precedence constraints a function on P,, is adjacent pair 
uniform if property (i) or (ii) holds for all i, j such that neither i 4 j nor j -+ i). 
Remark. If for problem F2 ]I C,,,,, we introduce precedence constraints i -+ j which 
express that job j is a successor of job i, i.e. operation Oji has to succeed operation 
Oi2, then the criterion function is no longer adjacent pair uniform. Furthermore, it is 
no longer true that for at least one optimal schedule the orderings on both machines 
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are identical, i.e. the resulting F2 / prec 1 C,,,,, p roblem is no longer a sequencing 
problem. 
In Part I of this paper we have applied the concept of secondary neighborhoods to 
the problem 1 1 prec 1 C Ci that is a special case of problem 1 1 prec j C WiCi. As 
primary neighborhood we considered the adjacent pairwise interchange neighborhood. 
We will show how this idea can be generalized to problem (3.3) with an adjacent pair 
uniform function F. 
The set Y, of feasible solutions is given by the set of all sequences of the elements 
1 , . . . ,n that are compatible with the precedence constraints. The adjacent pairwise 
interchange neighborhood is defined by the operators api( (i = 1,. . . , n - 1). The 
operator upi interchanges the elements that are scheduled in position i and i + 1 and 
therefore maps a feasible schedule 71 E Yi into a feasible schedule if and only if there 
does not exist a precedence constraint n, + xi+,. Thus, we may apply upi only to 
sequences from the set 
9 ;rPi(i) = {rt E y, 1 TC, + Xi+1 is not a precedence constraint}, i = 1,. . . , II - 1. 
We define the neighborhood Ni by 
N,(rc) = {api 1 71 E 9, upi(i), i = l,..., n - l}, 71 E 91. 
To define the secondary neighborhood, let -? be an extension of the relation -X defined 
by (3.2) to a complete relation on { 1,. . . , n}. We consider the set 
Y2 = {rc E 9, / 7Ti <* Xi+] or 7ti + 71i+i for i = l,...,n - l}. 
Clearly, each sequence rt E Yp2 is locally optimal with respect to Jlri. In general, 92 
is only a subset of all locally optimal sequences with respect to JV”, but a subset which 
contains at least one globally optimal sequence. 
For a given sequence 71 E 91, an operator loculopt that generates a corresponding 
sequence in 92 can be realized by an iterative procedure, where in iteration i the 
element rtci s shifted to the left until rti and its predecessor fulfill the condition of a 
sequence in 92 for the first time, i.e. Ei is only interchanged with jobs j for which 
no precedence constraint j + Xi exists and which satisfy ni +* j. This procedure can 
be considered as an application of a sequence of interchange operators, each of them 
not increasing the objective function value. 
A secondary neighborhood N2 on the set Y2 of all locally optimal solutions can 
be defined by a combination of a perturbation operator and the operator localopt. First 
a given solution is perturbed by shifting an item to the left or to the right. Afterwards 
the operator localopt is applied to the perturbed solution to calculate a sequence in YZ. 
There are two types of shift operators that perturb a solution. The operator left(i) 
shifts the element from position i to a position j < i (i = 2,. . . , n) and the operator 
right(i) shifts the element from position i to a position j 2 i (i = 1,. . . , n - 1). In both 
cases it may happen that not only the element in position i but also some of its prece- 
dence predecessors (precedence successors) are shifted as well. The operators left(i) 
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and right(i) may be interpreted as compositions of adjacent pairwise interchange op- 
erators. Localopt does not reverse these operators if one of the underlying interchange 
operators swaps a subsequence (i,j) with j <* i. Next, we will describe left(i) and 
right(i) in more detail. 
For a solution rc E 9’2, the operator left(i) will shift element rti to the left by 
iteratively trying to shift the predecessors rC-i,rt_2,. . . of 7ci after element rc;. More 
precisely, in step k left(i) shifts element rt-k immediately after the element ni if this 
is possible, i.e. if 7t-k is not a (not necessarily immediate) precedence predecessor 
of 7~;. If this is not possible rc_k is shifted together with Xi to the left in the next 
iterations. Since each precedence predecessor of xi&k is also a precedence predecessor 
of xi, each shift in one of the next iterations does not violate feasibility. 
The above iterative procedure stops if an element 7t-k with Xi <* xi-k is shifted 
immediately after xi, or, otherwise, when the last rt-k considered is rci. In the first 
case, localopt does not reverse the last interchange of left(i). In the second case, we 
have two possibilities. First, due to the fact that precedence predecessors of ni are 
moved along with rr,, such a precedence predecessor Xj was shifted before an item rtl 
with Xj +* IQ. Thus, localopt does not reverse left(i). Otherwise, localopt reverses 
left(i). 
The operator right(i) is defined in a symmetric way. It iteratively considers the 
elements 7ci+ 1,7Ci+2, . . . and shifts them immediately before element ni if this is possible. 
It Stops if an element ni+k with ‘Ilifk +* Xi is shifted immediately before xi, or, 
otherwise, when the last ni+k considered is rt,. Again, in the first case, localopt does 
not reverse the interchanges made by right(i). In the second case the situation is a bit 
different from the situation for the operator left(i), since ZocaIopt builds up a locally 
optimal solution from left to right. localopt first tries to interchange rt-i with its new 
successor, say j, (the successor after applying right(i)) since the elements rtk__l and 
?rk, k = 2,.. .,i - 1, fulfill the condition ?rk_I +* nk or nk-1 ---f 71k. If this interchange 
is possible (i.e. no precedence constraint exists between Xi-i and j) and j +* Zi-1 
holds, lo&opt interchanges these two elements and therefore does not reverse right(i). 
Otherwise, we have again the two possibilities already discussed in connection with 
left(i): Either focalopt reverses right(i) or calculates a new sequence. 
The set of of operators OP2 for the secondary neighborhood J1/^2 is given by 
OP2 = (localopt 0 left(i) 1 i = 2,. . . , n} 
U {localopt oright(i) 1 i = l,...,n - 1). 
For each operator from OP, we define 
loculopt 0 left(i) _ 
92 - {n E Y2 1 localopt 0 left(i)(x) # TC} 
and 
y2 
‘oca’opt ’ riqhtW = {n E 92 ) focalopt 0 right(i)(n) # n}. 
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Theorem 3.1. The neighborhood .Af, on the set 9’2 is strongly connected even if we 
restrict OP, to 
OP: = {localopt o right(i) 1 i = 1,. . . ,n - l}, 
The proof of this theorem is a straightforward generalization of the proof of Theorem 
3.2 from [2]. 
Finally, we want to note that the method for constructing a strongly connected 
secondary neighborhood surprisingly works even if the relation 4 is not transitive. 
4. The problem 1 1 prec 1 C Vi 
In this section we consider the scheduling problem 1 1 prec 1 C Ui where n jobs 
have to be processed on a single machine. For each job i, a processing time pi and a 
due date di are given. Preemption of the processing of a job is not allowed. Among 
the jobs precedence constraints -+ are given where i + j means that job i has to be 
processed before job j can start. The objective is to find a feasible sequence rt that 
minimizes the number C Ui of tardy jobs. Ui is defined by 
Ui = 
1 
0 if Ci d di, 
1 otherwise, 
where Ci denotes the completion time of job i. The problem is NP-hard even for the 
case of unit processing times (see [9]). 
For this problem a neighborhood is defined by the set Yi of all feasible sequences 
rc and by the ‘right shift’ operators rshift(i, j) (1 < i < j < n). The operator rshift(i, j) 
shifts the job scheduled on position i to a larger position j (i.e. to the right) and the 
sequence of the other jobs remains unchanged. Thus, the sequence rc’ = rshifi(i, j)(n) 
is defined by 
{ 
nk ifl<k<iorj<k<n, 
7r; = r&+1 ifi<k<j, 
xi if k = j. 
The operator rshift(i, j) maps a feasible schedule n into a feasible schedule if and only 
if there does not exist a precedence constraint Xi --+ r& with i + 1 < k < j. Therefore, 
we may apply rshi’t(i, j) only to sequences from the set 
Y ;sWW) = (.r E ,4p, / TC, + 7ck is not a precedence constraint, k = i + 1,. . . , j}. 
Now we define the neighborhood Jl/‘l by 
~Vi(rc) = {rshift(i, j)(z) 1 n E Y$hiff(i’j), 1 < i <j < n}. 
In the following we assume that all jobs have different due dates di < d2 < . . . < d, 
(if this is not the case, it can be obtained by a simple perturbation of the data which 
does not change the optimal solution). 
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To define the secondary neighborhood N2 we do not consider the set of all sequences 
which are locally optimal with respect to N, but a set 92 of locally optimal sequences 
which contains at least one sequence which is globally optimal. Such a restriction has 
the following advantages: 
(0) the search space is reduced considerably, 
(0) a construction of a weakly connected neighborhood N2 is easier. 
The idea of this restriction is to eliminate sequences which, due to degeneracy, have the 
same objective value as sequences in 92. To explain this elimination process consider 
a sequence r-c = (Xl,..., rt,,) with one of the following properties: 
(a) Some job 712 is late and in some position k < i there is a job j which can be 
shifted to position i and which is early when shifted to position i. 
Thus, by a shift of job j from position k to position i the objective value will not 
increase. 
(b) Some job ni is early and in position k < i there is a job j with larger due date 
than the due date of Zi which can be shifted from position k to position i. 
Thus, after such a shift job j keeps being early too and by this shift the objective 
value will not be increased. 
If a locally optimal sequence satisfies property (a) or (b) then by a finite number 
of right shifts it can be transformed into a locally optimal sequence for which neither 
(a) nor (b) holds. We define 
Y2 = {rt E ,401 ( n locally optimal w.r.t. N,; TC does not have property (a) or (b)}. 
Clearly, 9’1 contains a sequence which is globally optimal. 
The operators which we use to transform sequences in 92 into new sequences in 92 
are compositions of other operators which construct final sequences and extend these 
sequences. A sequence (rc,,_k+t, . . . , n,) is a final sequence if there exists a sequence 
(Zl,..., nn-k, %-k+l> . . ,TC,) E 92. Thus, a final sequence which we also denote by 
7cr = (np,. . . ,nE) has the following properties: 
b among the jobs contained in rcF no precedence constraint is violated; 
l rcF contains no job that is a precedence predecessor of a job not contained in nF; 
l rrF is right shift optimal. This means that for a complete sequence 7~ of the form 
rc = (nS, nF) there does not exist a right shift operator that reduces the objective 
value by shifting a job in rrF, i.e. no operator rshift(i,j) with j > i 2 n -k + 1 leads 
to a sequence with a smaller objective value than 71. 
If a final sequence rrF IS a part of a complete sequence then the first job in rcF starts 
at time 
s(nF) := 2 pn, - c{p,, 1 rci belongs to rrF}. 
i=l 
Operators op : 92 --) 9’2 may be described by the following composition of other 
operators: 
1. Apply an operator cut(j) (j = l,...,n- 1) which cuts n = (x,,...,~E~) E 91 after 
position j and leaves a final sequence rrF = (xi+, , . . . , n,). We restrict i to positions 
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with a late job njni. Otherwise, in any extension of rcF not satisfying properties (a) and 
(b) job rtj must appear on position j again. 
2. Add a job k 6 {Zj+l,..., n,)} to rcF as a first job, i.e. apply the operator add(k) 
defined by add(k)(nF) = nF’ := (k, nj+l,. . ,z,). 
3. Modify rcF’ by possibly replacing job k by a job h and adding some jobs in front of 
job h, i.e. apply an operator mod with mod( nF’ ) = TC”’ := ( TC;“, . . . , T-C:“, h, nj+l,. . , n). 
4. Calculate for the set R of jobs which do not belong to ?I”’ a right shift optimal 
sequence (np, . . . , z,“) and concatenate this sequence with ?I~“, i.e. apply the operator 
localopt: 
localopt(nF”) = (7-q,. . .) n;, 7c;“, . . .) rc;‘,h, nj+1,. .) n,). 
Next we describe the operators loculopt and mod in more detail. 
For a description of localopt it is sufficient to give an operator localoptl which 
determines for a given set R of jobs a right shift optimal sequence. This is done by 
scheduling the jobs of R from right to left. Each time when no early job can be 
scheduled, we try to find a job j such that it is impossible to shift a still unscheduled 
job after job j making job j early (see step 7 in the following algorithm). If such a 
job does not exist, we schedule the job with the largest processing time (see step 10). 
localopt 1 (R) 
1. P I= CiE~ pi; 
2. o:=(RI; 
3. WHILE R#@ DO 
BEGIN 
4. calculate the set R* CR of jobs for which all successors have 
already been scheduled; 
5. calculate j E R* such that dj = max{dj 1 i E R*}; 
6. IF P > dj THEN (* job j would be late*) 
BEGIN 
7. calculate j E R* such that dj = min{di 1 i E R*}; 
8. P max := max{pi ( i E R*\(j)}; 
9. HP-p max d dj THEN (* job j becomes early if the job with*) 
(* processing time pmax is shifted after j*) 
10. calculate j E R* such that pj = max{pi ( i E R*} 
END; 
11. rc: := j; 
12. P := P - p,; 
13. v:=v-1; 
14. R := R\(j) 
END. 
It will be proved in Theorem 4.1 that the generated subsequence zR is always right 
shift optimal. 
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Theorem 4.1. Algorithm Zocaloptl(R) generates a right shift optimal sequence for 
which properties (a) and (b) do not hold. 
Proof. Let rc be the sequence generated by Algorithm loculoptl for the job set R. 
Assume that n is not locally optimal, i.e. there exists a job i scheduled on position 
j that can be shifted to the right such that the objective function value F = c Ui 
decreases. Let h be the smallest position on which job i can be shifted in the above 
way and let rc’ be the resulting sequence after the shift, i.e. 
71 = (rc,,..., ~j-l,i,~j+l,...,~h,~h+I,.~~,~m) 
and 
d = (nl,. . . ,nj-1,nj+l,. . .,~h,i,~h+l,. . ., 71,). 
Because F(x’) <F(x) we must have C,,(z) > d,, and Cn,z(r?) < d,,. Let k denote 
the job with smallest due date that can be scheduled on position h (i.e. all successors 
have already been scheduled) and let pmax denote the maximal processing time of a 
job that could be scheduled besides job k on position h. When Algorithm localoptl 
is scheduling job zh, then condition C,,(X) > max{d, 1 v E R*} holds (otherwise nh 
would be early). We consider two cases: 
(a) CR,(~) - Pmax > dk, i.e. Xh = k : In this case we must have G,(n’) > d,,z which 
is a contradiction to C,,(n’) < d,,,. 
(b) C,,(n) - Pmax G d/c : We have dk = min{d, 1 v E R*} and pnh = pmax = 
max{p,. ) v E R*\(k)}. This implies 
Ci(n) < C,,,(n) - Pn,, = Cn,z(r) - pmax G dk G di, (4.1) 
i.e. job i is early in n. In the next iterations where Zocaloptl schedules the jobs 
zh-_1,. . , n,+l job i always belongs to the set R* which implies that in step 5 always 
a job j with dj > di is calculated. Due to (4.1) in these steps we have for the actual 
values of P: 
P G Czq(n) - pxh G di < dj. 
Therefore, the job j calculated in Step 5 will always be scheduled by localopt 1. This 
yields: 
Cn,(7c)6dn,, l=j+l,..., h-l, 
i.e. the jobs Kj+i,. . . , zh__I are early in 7~. 
Furthermore, we have 
Ci(rc’) = C,,(z) > max{d,, 1 v E R*} 3 d,. 
This implies that after shifting the early job i becomes late. Therefore F(n) ,< F(x’), 
which is a contradiction again. 
It follows that 7c is locally optimal. 
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Due to steps 5 and 6 early jobs are ordered according to non-decreasing due dates 
and late jobs are only scheduled if no early job can be scheduled at that position, i.e. 
property (a) and (b) do not hold. 0 
The following corollary follows immediately from case (b) of the above proof. 
Corollary 4.1. If localoptl selects in step 10 the job k to be scheduled next, 
all other jobs that are admissible at this position (jobs of the actual set R*) will 
be sequenced in a block of early jobs that is scheduled irectly in front of the late 
job k. 
If we apply the operator localopt l(R) to the set R = { 1,. . . , n} we get a sequence 
belonging to 9’2. Therefore, this sequence can be used as an initial sequence to apply 
local search heuristics on 92. 
If we would apply the operator localopt to the final sequence rrF’ instead of 7~~” 
then the resulting sequence n’ = (nR, rcF’) would not necessarily be right shift optimal 
because shifting a job from rcR feasibly into zF’ could possibly improve the objective 
value. To illustrate this, consider the following example. 
Example 1. Let 
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
p; 5 6 7 11 10 6 15 
di 12 15 20 24 26 36 46 
and the precedence constraints 6 --+ 2 --f 7 be given. Consider the initial sequence 
7t = (6,2,5,7,4,3,1) E SZ constructed by localoptl applied to the set of all jobs. 
Applying now cut(6) and add(7), we obtain the final sequence rcF’ = (7,l). If we 
apply localopt 1 to all unscheduled jobs, we obtain n’ = (3,5,4,6,2,7,1), which does 
not belong to S2 since shifting job 5 to position 6 would decrease the objective function 
value. IJ 
For the above reasons the operator mod is applied before applying localopt. Mod(7c”) 
extends the final sequence rcF’ to 7~~” such that after applying localopt 1 to the set R’ CR 
of jobs that have not been scheduled in rcF”, concatenating rrR’ and rrF” always leads 
to a sequence in 92. rcF” is determined such that the following properties hold: 
l all jobs of the set R’ that can be scheduled immediately before the first job in ?I~” 
(i.e. jobs that have no successor in R’) are late. This implies that rrF” cannot be 
extended by additional early jobs, 
l no job of the set R’ can be shifted after the first late job in rcF” such that this job 
becomes early and no precedence constraint is violated. 
The extension of the final sequence is done by the following procedure mod(nF' ) 
which only slightly changes the final sequence rcF’. The added job k must be late in 
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zF’ because otherwise rc would satisfy property (a). Mod(rcF’) possibly replaces k by 
another late job and possibly adds some early jobs. 
mod( 7cF’ ) 
1. nF” := nF’; h := k; 
2. calculate the set R of jobs not contained in nF”; 
REPEAT 
3. calculate the set R* CR of jobs having no successor in R; 
4. P := qnF”); 
5. determine j E R* with dj = max{di 1 j E R*}; 






9. UNTIL dj < P; 
10. WHILE there exists a job i E R* that can be shifted in rcF” after job h such that 
h becomes early and no precedence constraint is violated DO 
BEGIN 
11. ?IF” := subsequence obtained by inserting job i after job h into nF”; 
12. h := i; 
13. R := R \ {i}; 
14. calculate the set R* CR of jobs having no successor in Rj 
15. WHILE in some position i of rcF” a job Y is early and there exists a 
job j in some position k < i of nF” or in R* with larger due 
date then r which can be shifted or inserted after job r DO 
BEGIN 
16. nF” := subsequence obtained by inserting job j after job r 
into 7~“’ ; 
17. R := R \ {j}; 
18. calculate the set R* CR of jobs having no successor in R 
END 
END. 
Remark. Since job h gets early after step 11, the early jobs have to be rearranged in 
such a way that property (b) does not hold. Furthermore, it may be possible to add 
new early jobs to the sequence ?I~” (Steps 15-18). 
When mod(nF’) has stopped, the final sequence rcF’ has been transformed into ?I~“. 
7~~” = (n:“, . . .,nL",h, nj+l,. . ., 71,) 
where in n: F” job h is late, k E {TX;“, . . . , h} and the jobs rry”, . , ST:” are early. 
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We next prove that, if rt E 9’2 is a suitable initial solution and job Irj is late in K 
then 
n’ = @’ , nF”) = localopt o mod o add(k) o cut(j)(n), 
also belongs to 92. 
Theorem 4.2. Let z’, i = 0, 1,2, . . . , be a sequence of permutations dejned by 
7~’ := ZocaZoptl({l,...,n}) 
and 
71 i+l I= lo&opt 0 mod 0 add(ki) 0 cut(ji)(#), i = 0,1,2,... 
for admissibze ki and ji. Then ni E ,4p2 for all i = 0, 1,2,. . . 
Proof. Due to Theorem 4.1 the permutation rc” belongs to 92. 
The permutation z i+’ has the following structure (for simplicity of notation let 
j := j;): 
localopt mod o add c+ 
Y 
n i+1 +, 7rR 
F” 
..‘, ” frl 9 nF” h **‘, ” 7r;+1,...,7r; 
vi . . . 1 0 . . . 01 *-* 
We will show that if rc’ is right shift optimal and does not satisfy properties (a) and 
(b) then also each of the following start sequences is right shift optimal and does not 
satisfy properties (a) and (b): rcR = (rcr,. . . ,nF),n~ = (~7,. . . ,TC!, TTY”,. . . , nE”,h) and 
rti+l 
1. Theorem 4.1 shows that nR has the desired properties. 
2. To improve ret we have to shift a job from rcR after h in such a way that h 
becomes early. This is a consequence of the fact that rrR is right shift optimal and that 
all jobs 7~:‘:. . , T$” are early. However, such an improving shift would contradict the 
definition of mod (see step 10). That ret does not satisfy properties (a) and (b) follows 
from the fact that there exists no job in rcR which stays early after being shifted into 
(n 
F” 
, ,..., x;“,h). 
3. Because nt and (rti+, , . . . , 7~;) are right shift optimal we have to consider only 
shifts which move a job i in rcr immediately after a job Z in (rc;.+, , . . . , 7~;). Assume that 
such a shift decreases the c Ui-value. Due to the fact that rrt is right shift optimal a 
late job in ($+, , . . , TC~) must become early by such a shift of job i. We may assume 
that 1 has this property. Since the sequence rci was build up by operators mod o add 
and ZocaZopt we consider the cases where these operators schedule late jobs in more 
detail: 
i) Job 1 was scheduled late by mod o add. Due to the definition of mod, job 1 must 
be the last job in the constructed sequence (corresponding to job h in the above 
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figure). However, due to Step 10 of mod job i must be one of the early jobs 
scheduled by mod (i.e. a job from {rry”, . . , nff’} in the above figure). 
ii) Job I was scheduled late by localopt. Jobs which are scheduled late by localopt 
are selected in step 7 or 10 of the operator localopt 1. If job 1 is selected in step 7 
it will not get early by a shift of a single job (P - pmax > dt). Otherwise, if job 
1 is selected in step 10 it might get early by a shift of a single job. However, all 
jobs which may be shifted after job 1 (jobs from the set R*) are scheduled in a 
block of early jobs directly in front of job 1 (see Corollary 4.1). 
In both cases the job i must be scheduled between the last late job before job I and 
job I in rrn’. Therefore, job i is scheduled after position j in rci which contradicts the 
fact that job i belongs to ~1. Thus, no job with the above property exists and rci+’ is 
locally optimal with respect to the right shift neighborhood. 
Properties (a) and (b) do not hold for z i+’ because they do not hold for the subse- 
quence rri and the sequence rc’. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Theorem 4.2 remains valid if we define 
.o := localopt o mod o add(k) o cut(n)(n) 
for some admissible job k and arbitrary sequence n. 
Proof. Due to the proof of Theorem 4.2 we only have to show that rc” E 92. 
First, we may assume w.1.o.g that di < xi”=, pj, i = 1,. . . , n for problem 1 1 prec 1 
C Ui (if this is not the case there exists always an optimal schedule where the cor- 
responding job is scheduled last and we may consider the problem without this job). 
Therefore the operator cut(n) is defined since the last job is always late. Now, Case 
1. and 2. in the proof of Theorem 4.2 show that rc” belongs to 92. 0 
Hence, the set of neighbors of a sequence rc E Yp2 in _A5 may be defined by 
N*(z) = {localopt 0 mod 0 add(ni) 0 cut(j)(z) # 71 1 
1 < i < j < n, 7Cj is late} n 92. 
For this neighborhood we again can prove the weaker form of connectivity. 
Theorem 4.3. In the secondary neighborhood there exists a path from an arbitrary 
locally optimal solution 7c E 92 to a global optimum rc* E 92. 
Proof. In a first step we may replace n by localopt o mod o add(z,‘) o cut(n)(z). Due 
to Corollary 4.2 the new permutation belongs also to ,4p2. 
Now assume that rc # x*. Moreover, let j denote the maximal position with nj # rr;. 
Since for sequences in 92 properties (a) and (b) do not hold, jobs Xj and r$ must be 
late in rc and rc* respectively. Therefore, we can construct rc” = add($) o cut(j)(n) 
and rcF” =mod(rrF’). We replace rc by the permutation Zocalopt(nF”) that belongs also 
to 92 due to Corollary 4.2. Furthermore, in the case that mod(zF' ) changes the first 
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job in rcF’ it is easy to see that, if a global optimum rc* with the final sequence 7rF’ 
exists, then also a global optimum 72 with the final sequence rr” exists. Thus, we 
replace rc* by 72 and repeat the above procedure. Hence, in at most g steps where g 
is the number of late jobs in rc* the sequence n E 9~2 is transformed into a global 
optimum E E 9~. 0 
5. Computational results 
In this section we will give some computational experiences with the introduced 
concept of secondary neighborhoods. For the problems Pm 11 C,,,, and F2 1 prec’ 1 
C man we have tested the primary and secondary neighborhoods in connection with 
simulated annealing. The algorithms have been coded in C and have been tested on a 
SPARC station 10/20. For problem 1 1 prec I c U, we made some computational tests 
on the cardinalities of the sets ,Yi, 92 and of the set of all locally optimal sequences 
in Yi with respect to the neighborhood Jlr,. 
The control parameters for simulated annealing have been chosen in a standard way 
(see [7]). In order to get a fair comparison between the primary and secondary neigh- 
borhood we have fixed the parameters for a given instance in such a way that for both 
neighborhoods the computational times were approximately the same. Since the calcu- 
lation of a neighbor in the secondary neighborhood is more time consuming than for 
the primary neighborhood this results in a larger number of iterations of the simulated 
annealing algorithm for the primary neighborhood. We first have applied simulated 
annealing using the secondary neighborhood and fixing the number of iterations. After- 
wards we have chosen the number of iterations for the primary neighborhood in such 
a way that the simulated annealing procedure used approximately the same amount of 
time as for the secondary neighborhood. 
For problem Pm II C,,, we have generated instances with 50, 100, 500, 1000 and 
5000 jobs and 2, 3, 5, 10 and 50 machines. The processing times of the jobs have been 
chosen randomly from the interval [ 1000,50 0001 (for smaller processing times a greedy 
solution is almost always optimal). For each instance we made 4 runs of simulated 
annealing. They differ in the chosen neighborhood and the number of iterations. The 
results are presented in Table 1. The table contains the following information: 
l Init: Value of a randomly generated initial solution for the runs of simulated 
annealing. 
l N2 - 100: Simulated annealing running for 100 iterations with neighborhood Jtr2. 
l ~t”l - 100: Simulated annealing with neighborhood Jlri . The number of iterations is 
chosen such that the same amount of computational time is used as for JV”, - 100. 
l ~lr2 - 1000: Similar to Jlr, - 100, but 1000 iterations. 
l Mi - 1000: Similar to Ni - 100, but same amount of computational time as M, - 
1000. 
l LB: Value of the lower bound: max{ r(C:=, pi)/rzl, max pi}. 
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Table I 
The values AC,,, for problem Pm 11 C,,, 
65 
n m=2 m=3 m=5 m = 10 m = 50 
50 Init 
..1^, - 100 
(1.1 ~ 1000 
-1’2 - 100 
,.(“‘z - 1000 
LB 
100 Init 
.P’, - 100 
~(“1 - 1000 
~~P.2 - 100 
.i ‘2 - 1000 
LB 
500 Init 
v, - 100 
.I’, - 1000 
.*“I - 100 
~/$“l - 1000 
LB 
1000 Init 
.Ir, - 100 
.1’1 - 1000 
~1.2 - 100 
-1-2 - 1000 
LB 
5000 Init 
.~$“I - 100 
.,1”, - 1000 
-1.2 - 100 
_1/^2 - 1000 
636.8 667.2 326.3 184.8 
636.8 546.7 326.3 157.2 
636.1 525.1 308.1 154.5 
636.0 524.1 279.4 117.8 
636.1 523.6 279.1 120.3 
636.0 523.6 278.8 113.5 
1339.4 968.2 626.9 349.7 138.8 
1241.4 968.2 568.7 346.2 135.3 
1240.6 909. I 568.4 313.3 119.7 
1240.8 907. I 513.3 230.4 54.2 
1240.6 907.0 513.0 231.3 50.2 
1240.5 907.0 512.6 228.5 49.8 
6630.3 4464. I 2483.8 1564.8 392.1 
6583.4 4219.7 2450.1 1564.8 392.1 
6576.7 4380.7 2439.5 1497.2 392.1 
6574.3 4133.2 2339.7 1232.9 262.7 
6574.3 4133.2 2339.6 1232.4 262.0 
6574.3 4133.2 2339.5 1231.1 254.7 
13600.0 9483.6 5859.7 3011.1 763.5 
13263.1 9243.0 5703.7 3011.1 734.4 
13250.3 8457.3 5533.4 3011.1 763.5 
13250.2 8450.9 5306.1 2618.5 522.8 
13250.1 8450.9 5306.0 2618.3 522.2 
13250.1 8450.8 5305.8 2617.8 516.3 
64932.3 44027.3 27812.6 14212.6 3394.7 
64932.3 43737.6 26700.8 13999.9 3394.7 
63706.9 42865.2 26552.1 13951.6 3280.8 
63706.2 42850.0 25203.0 12800.8 2534.2 
63706.2 42849.8 25202.9 12800.8 2534.6 
LB 63706.2 42849.8 25202.9 12800.3 2530.6 
The results for the secondary neighborhood are in all cases at least as good as the 
results of the corresponding run for the primary neighborhood. Even the results for 
the secondary neighborhood with 100 iterations are in all but one case better than the 
results for the primary neighborhood with a number of iterations which corresponds in 
time with 1000 iterations for the secondary neighborhood and the differences between 
the results are significant. 
The quality of the results for the secondary neighborhood is excellent. For instances 
with a small number of machines (m = 2,3,5) the results differ at most 0.2% from the 
lower bound LB (even for 100 iterations) and for instances with a larger number of 
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Table 2 
Values Q and St for problem Pm /I C,,, 
n 50 100 500 1000 5000 
m=3 Q 4.5 7 12 15 20 
St 3 4 11 19 37 
rn= 10 Q 3 4.5 6 8 10 
St 1 2 5 10 39 
machines (m = 10,50) they differ at most 3% from LB. If we compare the runs with 
100 and 1000 iterations it is interesting to see that for the secondary neighborhood 
simulated annealing converges very fast to a good solution whereas for the primary 
neighborhood this convergence is rather slow. 
The computational times of 1000 iterations of simulated annealing for the secondary 
neighborhood do not exceed 10 s for the small instances (n < 100) and 10 minutes for 
the larger instances. For the given computational time period the number of iterations 
for the primary neighborhood have been between 3 and 20 times larger than for the 
secondary neighborhood (see Table 2). Furthermore, the average number of steps in the 
primary neighborhood (= number of moves of jobs) which are executed in one step 
of the secondary neighborhood ranges between 1 and 46. Table 2 shows the quotient 
Q between the numbers of iterations for the primary and secondary neighborhood. 
Furthermore, the average number of steps St in the primary neighborhood which are 
executed in one step of the secondary neighborhood for the instances with 3 and 10 
machines is shown. 
Further computational tests have shown that the operator localopt executes almost 
no unnecessary moves of jobs, i.e. during one execution of localopt very seldom a job 
is moved twice. 
For the problem F2 1 prec’ 1 Cm, we have generated instances with 50, 100, 500 
and 1000 jobs and densities lo%, 20%, 50% and 70% for the precedence constraints 
(constraints resulting from transitivity are included). The processing times of the jobs 
have been generated randomly from the interval [ 1,500]. For each instance we made 
one run of simulated annealing using the primary neighborhood and one using the 
secondary neighborhood. For the secondary neighborhood we applied 100 iterations 
and for the primary neighborhood we fixed the number of iterations such that the same 
amount of time was used. In both cases we used the same randomly generated solution 




2 PiI +  $p Pi2,e Pi2 + Ah Pi1 . i=l 
i=l i=l 1 
The results are summarized in Table 3. 
Again, for all instances the secondary neighborhood leads to better results than the 
primary neighborhood. The difference between the values for the secondary and the 
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Table 3 
The c,, values for problem F2 ) prec’ ( C,, 
” 10% 20% 50% 70% 
50 Init 12 505 14726 14473 I3 695 
Nl 12505 14494 14175 13 338 
-4-2 12426 I3 509 13891 13242 













28 058 26 903 26118 26111 
27631 26 740 26118 26 026 
26221 25 596 25 546 25 894 
25 535 25551 25 543 25251 
132383 129271 128420 
132251 129 162 128 420 
129418 I28 529 126305 
129414 127 552 126305 
250 603 248 820 258 757 255 161 
250 551 248 740 258 501 255 161 
250061 247 836 258 484 253 814 






Average percentage deviation from the lower 
bound LB for problem F2 1 prec’ 1 C,, 
n 50 100 500 1000 
Init 7.3 5.2 1.7 0.5 
-VI 5.6 4.6 1.7 0.5 
J+“2 2.9 1.4 0.6 0.2 
primary neighborhoods is even larger than the difference between the values for the 
primary neighborhood and the initial solution (see Table 4). Furthermore, the quality 
of the solutions obtained with the secondary neighborhood is very good. In two cases 
(n = 500,lOOO and 50% density) even the value of the lower bound is reached. The 
computational times for the instances tested did not exceed 1 s and the number of 
iterations for the primary neighborhood was within a range between 200 (n = 50) and 
500 (n = 1000). 
Like for problem Pm 11 C,,,= we calculated the average number St1 of steps using the 
primary neighborhood (= number of adjacent pairwise interchanges of jobs) which are 
executed in one step using the secondary neighborhood. On the other hand, we con- 
sidered the minimal number of swaps necessary to make the secondary neighborhood 
moves. St2 denotes the average number of these swaps. The difference between these 
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Table 5 
Values St, and St, for problem F2 ( prec’ 1 C,,,,, 
n 50 100 500 IO00 
a 6.5 9.4 14.6 30.1 
32 5.3 9.2 10.5 22.4 
Table 6 
The cardinalities of the sets YI, LO and P”? for problem I 1 prec j c UC 
8 IO 12 14 16 18 20 
WI I 10080 151200 
IO % ILO1 3150 33838 
lY2l 18 20 
PI I 224 16560 
30 % ILO1 138 5013 
lY21 85 48 
VII 136 2030 
50 % ILOJ 42 825 
1921 7 36 
IYI I 16 88 
70 % ILO] 6 18 
l.i/‘zl 2 3 
p, l 2 12 
90 % ILO1 I 8 



















792256 _ _ 
264780 _ _ 
68 _ 
2832 192560 253480 
95 12944 91306 
3 11 449 
190 486 784 
130 180 784 
4 42 15 
values is the average number of interchanges made by the perturbation operators left 
and right which are reversed by localopt. Table 5 shows the corresponding results. 
For problem 1 1 prec 1 c Ui we have investigated how the solution space reduces 
if we restrict ourselves to the set of all locally optimal sequences in YI with re- 
spect to the neighborhood A’“, . Furthermore we have investigated the effect of the 
restriction to sequences which do not have property (a) and (b), i.e. to sequences 
from the set Y’z. We have generated instances with 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 
jobs and densities lo%, 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% for the precedence constraints. 
The processing times of the jobs have been generated randomly from the interval 
[I, 5001. The due dates have been generated randomly from the interval [O.l cy=, pi, 
C:=, pi]. For each instance we enumerated all sequences compatible with the prece- 
dence constraints and determined whether or not these sequences have been locally 
optimal or were belonging to the set 92. The results are presented in Table 6 where 
LO denotes the set of all locally optimal sequences in ,401 with respect to the neigh- 
borhood A’“, (some entries are empty since for these instances the enumeration of all 
sequences compatible with the precedence constraints was too time consuming). 
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The results show that the effect of restricting to sequences which do not have prop- 
erties (a) and (b) is even stronger than the restriction to locally optimal sequences with 
respect to Nt. The restriction to locally optimal sequences reduces almost always the 
cardinality of the set 9’1 by a factor between & and 4. In most cases the cardinality 
of the set LO is again reduced by a factor between & and $ by excluding locally 
optimal sequences with properties (a) and (b). For instances with a large cardinality 
of the set of feasible solutions this factor is always smaller than &. Probably, this 
reduction factor will get smaller with increasing number of jobs. 
6. Concluding remarks 
We have tried to improve neighborhoods for certain scheduling problems. The main 
idea was to construct a secondary neighborhood on the set of solutions which are 
locally optimal with respect to a given neighborhood. Although the methods presented 
were problem specific, the underlying idea can be applied to other problems as well. 
The given computational results are promising. 
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